
Omnia
Where science 
meets society 

Welcome at Omnia, a great place to meet, 
situated at the entrance of Wageningen 
Campus. 

Omnia has everything for a warm welcome 
and a good conversation. 

Several rooms are available for interactive 
meetings, such as workshops, dialogues 
and receptions.

Spacious halls are equipped for larger 
events, such as symposia and conferences.

You are welcome to have lunch or dinner 
in the unique restaurant Novum. 

Omnia, the culinary and sustainable 
meeting space in the heart of Food Valley.



Spacious hall
Podium

This spacious hall comfortably seats up to 270 persons. 
The permanent U-shaped seating arrangement makes 
this space particularly suitable for interactive meetings, 
such as symposia and conferences. The floor offers 
various possibilities in terms of set-up, making it an 
ideal space for performances or on-stage interaction.  
A spacious foyerzone is available adjacent to this main 
hall. Extensive technical support can be provided from 
the adjoining control room.

Services Podium

capacity 270
 
audiovisual 
equipment
 
streaming 
opportunities
 
foyerzone



Ceremonial room
Auditorium 

This hall accommodates up to 110 persons and 
is particularly suited to graduation ceremonies. 
The Auditorium is also an outstanding option 
for lectures, speeches, symposia and other 
gatherings with a focus on ‘transmission’.  
A complementary foyer zone is available. 

Services Auditorium

capacity 110

audiovisual 
equipment

streaming 
opportunities

foyerzone



Restaurant - Faculty Club
Novum

Restaurant Novum is a contemporary, warmly furnished green 
space, open to all. This intimate and comfortable restaurant is 
perfectly equipped for lunches, dinners or social gatherings up  
to 65 persons. The outstanding culinary facilities offer delicious 
food with a minimal CO2 impact. 

Novum stands for conceptual, out-of-the-box, and sustainable, 
where local products and ingredients are incorporated into unique, 
tasteful and flavourful dishes. It is possible to book Restaurant 
Novum in combination with the reception area Spectrum, or along 
with the terrace with a capacity of 56 persons.  

Services Novum

capacity 65

audiovisual 
equipment

outdoor 
terrace



Official occasions
Spectrum

This charming space caters up to 30 persons.  
Various types of seating arrangements are 
possible. This area is highly suitable for official 
occasions and to receive guests and delegations. 
Spectrum can be linked to Restaurant Novum.  

Services Spectrum

capacity 30 

audiovisual 
equipment



Break-out rooms
Quantum & Momentum 

Omnia offers seven break-out rooms that cater to various 
groups depending on the desired set-up. The rooms named 
Quantum 1, 2, 3 and 4, are situated on the west-side, the 
rooms Momentum 1, 2 and 3 on the east-side of the venue.

Without tables, these rooms can accommodate up to  
30 persons. The break-out rooms can also be used at  
larger events in combination with Podium or Auditorium.

Services Quantum

audiovisual 
equipment 

break-out 
rooms 30



Customised services
Versatile banqueting list

Omnia can meet specific needs regarding the use of 
different spaces. The Momentum rooms can be 
connected and accomodate up to 90 people. It is also 
possible to book one or more rooms in combination 
with a lunch, dinner or social event in the restaurant.  
A versatile banqueting list is available to support your 
conference. 

Services Momentum
 
audiovisual  
equipment

  capacity Momentum

 30  60  90



Sustainable place to meet
In the heart of Food Valley 

Omnia is situated at the entrance  
of Wageningen Campus.

Omnia is gas-free, the electricity 
is green and CO2 neutral. 

Omnia’s roof is completely covered  
with sedum. 

The surrounding nature garden contributes 
to biodiversity on Wageningen Campus.

Good connection to intercity station and  
a covered bicycle parking.
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Omnia 

Level 1 

1  Podium

2  Auditorium

3  Restaurant Novum 

4  Spectum 

Ground floor

5  Quantum

6  Momentum

240 available parking spaces, charging points available



Do you have a question? 
Contact us:

Meeting room reservations: 
omnia@wur.nl

Restaurant reservations:  
welkom@restaurantnovum.nl

Academic ceremonies: 
pedel@wur.nl

General questions: 
visitomnia@wur.nl

Omnia 
Hoge Steeg 2 | Building 105 
6708 PH Wageningen  
(0317) 48 45 00 

Take a look at our websites: 
wur.nl/omnia
restaurantnovum.nl
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